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The C++ Standard Template Library is the flagship example for libraries based on the generic
programming paradigm. The usage of this library is intended to minimize classical C/C++ er-
rors, but does not warrant bug-free programs [1]. Furthermore, many new kinds of errors may
arise from the inaccurate use of the generic programming paradigm, like dereferencing invalid
iterators or misunderstanding remove-like algorithms [4].

Unfortunately, the C++ Standard does not define which standard header includes another
standard headers [4]. It is easy to write code that works perfectly on an implementation but
fails to compile with another implementation of STL. These unportable codes should be result
in compilation error with every STL implementation [3]. However, in this case the compiler
does not warn us that this code is erroneous.

In this paper we present our tool that is based on the Clang [2]. This tool is able to detect
the missing include directives that are patched by the STL implementation’s internal struc-
ture. It also reports the unnecessary include directives to avoid extra compilation time. The
background of our tool is discovered and we briefly present the underlying data structures
and algorithms. We analyse how these problems occur in open source libraries and programs.
Which environment proves oneself to be lazy or strict? How the developers take advantage of
this portability issue?
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